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Student name  Julie Harding Student number   508728 

Course/Module  Digital Photographic 
Practice /1 

Assignment number   4:Real or Fake 

 

Overall Comments 

Well done for completing your fourth assignment, Julie. You have been putting in a 

lot of hard work for this assignment and have some interesting ideas for themes for 

your work. I particularly like the idea of the work that you started on miniatures and 

would have liked to see this develop further. Perhaps this is a topic that you could 

come back to at a later point of your study? 

Assessment potential  

I understand your aim is to go for the Photography Degree and that you plan to submit 

your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you have shown in 

this assignment, and providing you commit yourself to the course, I suggest that you are 

likely to be successful in the assessment. 

Feedback on the assignment 

Elements to consider with your assignments: 

To complete this assignment you need to choose images that lend themselves to re-

creation. You should be able to demonstrate strong involvement with the task, and an 

awareness of the level of imagination needed to achieve an interesting result.  

Your assignment in connection with the above points 

Theme: The Invisible Man (An imaginary book cover based on the H G Wells idea) 

You have come up with a strong idea here and clearly engaged heavily with the task 

of producing your invisible man portrait. This has been a fun way to highlight the 
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editing skills that you have developed over the course and to highlight the level of 

manipulation that you refer to in your research.  

Images 

Images produced have been captured effectively to ensure the desired aim is 

achievable. The end result demonstrates your abilities well but there appears to be 

some loss of quality over the various photographic elements. This may just be due to 

the ‘crayon effect’ filter that appears to cover the image? It may be worth having a 

look at this to see whether sharper images would be possible.  

Summary/ Pointers for the next assignment 

It is good to see you working through your ideas and giving a good deal of thought to 

what you require from the end result of your photography. For your final assignment I 

would like to see stronger reasons for the production of the work. Try and ask yourself 

why you are producing the work and what you want the audience to see/ learn when they 

look at your pictures.  Following our phone conversation on 18th Sept, you are intending 

to concentrate on temples and the significance of these on local Buddhists. You really 

need to establish your own viewpoint on this point prior to taking your pictures.  

Learning Logs 

You are making steady progress with your blog, with lots of relevant research 

appearing and reflection on practitioners work, gallery visits etc.  

Suggested reading  

As I understand it, you haven’t yet managed to look at Cotton’s ‘The Photograph as 

Contemporary Art’ yet but intend to begin reading this soon. I would suggest that this 

becomes a priority before starting work on assignment five as it could be of great 

benefit to the work that you produce. 

Other 

I look forward to receiving your next assignment before Christmas, as indicated in 

your notes. 

 
Tutor name:  Caroline Bloor 
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Next assignment due 18th Dec 2013 
 


